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Derge may occupy University House

By Sue Roll
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The use of University House as the official residence for SIU President David R. Derge will be considered by the Board of Trustees at its meeting at 8 a.m. Monday at the SIU Student Union.

The house had previously been designated as a conference center, but Chief of Board Staff James Brown had indicated at January's board meeting that the cost of renovating the $1 million house into a convention center made such a move unfeasible.

The controversial house was built in 1958 to house SIU students and their families during University events.

Wallace wins primary with 42 per cent

MIAMI (AP) - Gov. George C. Wallace of Alabama won Florida's Democratic presidential primary Tuesday night, a victory he claimed made him a solid candidate for nomination to the White House.

In New Hampshire Tuesday, meanwhile, Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey of Minnesota was second far behind, but nonetheless strengthening his position in the crowded presidential scramble.

Edmund S. Muskie of Maine was a poor fourth, and his standing as the national front-runner, shaken in the New Hampshire primary a week ago, was in jeopardy in Florida.

Sen. Henry M. Jackson of Washington was third behind Wallace and Humphrey.

President Nixon swept to landslide victory in a Republican primary that never was a contest, and gained 40 votes for renomination.

Wallace was leading for all 81 Democratic delegate votes at stake in Florida. He was bolstered by a large turnout of voters who cast ballots for a proposed amendment to the U.S. Constitution to outlaw the busing of school children.

Here are the vote totals in Florida's Democratic presidential preference primary with 55 per cent of the 2,841 precincts reporting:

Wallace: 279,282-42 per cent, Humphrey: 118,049-18 per cent, Jackson: 116,083-16 per cent, Muskie: 60,069-9 per cent, Lindsay: 43,129-7 per cent.

McGovern: 41,807-6 per cent, Chisholm: 19,675-3 per cent, McCarthy: 31,544-5 per cent, Mills: 2,686-0 per cent, Hartke: 1,425-0 per cent, Voryt: 1,466-0 per cent.

Action responds to abuse charges

Parking permit use reports asked

By Randy Thomas
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

August LeMarchal, supervisor of the SIU Parking Division, said Monday he will send letters to all University departments requesting that they send him monthly reports on the use of official business parking permits.

LeMarchal said he is taking the action in response to several complaints of abuse of the permits by University administrators and faculty members.

"Many departments have become lax in the way they handle the permits," said LeMarchal. "Without them, I have no way of checking on abuse of the permits.

SIU student Bob Thomas, said Monday that he witnessed on several occasions, cars belonging to administrators with official business parking permits that appeared to be permanently taped to the back windows.

"If the University can't control the use of these permits," said Thomas, "I think they should be abolished."

According to LeMarchal, Thomas' complaint is valid. He said the special permits, which allow vehicles with a silver sticker to park anywhere on campus, are issued to departments with the understanding that they will be used only for official business.

LeMarchal said it is a violation of University regulations to display the permits permanently in either private or University cars. He also said that permit use is supposed to be strictly supervised and recorded on a utilization report which should be sent to the parking division at the end of each month.

LeMarchal said that if the department doesn't send the reports he will be forced to revoke their permit privileges.

This is last issue

This issue of the Daily Egyptian is the last of winter quarter. Publication will be resumed with the issue of Tuesday, March 28.

The newspaper's business office will be open 8 a.m. to noon and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. each working day except Saturday during break.
Woodworking course will begin Tuesday

A course in woodworking will be offered by the SIU Division of Continuing Education in cooperation with Murphysboro High School. The class will meet at the woodworking shop at Murphysboro High School 7-10 p.m. every Tuesday, beginning March 22.

An $18 tuition fee should be paid at the first meeting. The cost of materials will depend on selection. Discussion of tool use, development of skills and knowledge in wood construction will be a part of the course. Laboratory experiences. An introduction in cabinet-making and wood joining will also be included in the course.

Ecologists leave for water meeting

Members of the Student Environmental Center (SECO) will leave at 5 p.m. Tuesday to attend a public hearing in Carbondale on a proposed water treatment plant.

Ray Leus, faculty advisor to the SECO, said the trip will allow members to investigate the activities of the Army Corps of Engineers, dam and channelization projects, the water needs of the future and the fate of water supply in the southern Illinois area.

Luedi said that anyone interested in attending the hearing should come to the SECO office on the second floor of the Student Center before 5 p.m. Wednesday.

TV 8's 'Session' needs volunteers to play audience

At least 30 volunteers are wanted for audience assistance at the taping March 23 at WSIU-TV of Don Crawford, folk singer and guitarist, for 'The Session.'

Producer Bruce Scate said the half-hour show, syndicated on 23 stations in the Midwest and South, would be taped at 9 p.m. in the WSIU studio for broadcast March 26. It has made nine albums for Roulette Records.

The set already has been designed for audience seating around Crawford, according to Scate. Those wanting to participate are requested to contact WSIU-TV, telephone 432-4543.

Chester Himes, author, highlights TV presentations

Wednesday afternoon and evening programs on WSIU-TV, Channel 8:

5 p.m. - Observation; 3:30 - Controversies on April 4; The Evening Report; 5:30 - Minotaur's Neighborhood; 6 - Electric Company; 6:30 - Spotlight on Southern Illinois; 7-7:30 - Public Affairs - Election '72; Florida Rebus - Reform; Richard Daley. Has the reform movement of the Democratic party affected the Chicago mayor's power base? Do the reforms mean an end to political "boulevards." These questions and results from the Sun­ shine State will be included.

7-8:30 - This Week: Columnists Russell Baker, Art Buchwald and Arthur Hoppe join correspondent Bill Moyers for a humorous look at the political arena and the president with.

6 - Vibrations. Movements are used to express feelings which Know no language barrier. In a discussion of his work, Marcel Marceau, the French pantomimist, will use his own paintings, sketches and photographs to explain his art. Dan Lear Lobutovich and the Peking Opera also will be featured.

---

Marathon bike ride to be held

A 24-hour marathon bicycle ride for the American Cancer Society sponsored by the SIU chapter of Sigma Tau Gamma will be conduc­ ted by the SIU campus April 3 and 4.

The fraternity has coordinated the special event with four other Sigma Tau Gamma chapters to raise money for the Cancer Society.

These chapters are located near Northern Iowa, University of Illinois, Kent State and Eastern Michi­ gan.

The "special campus event" will begin at SIU on March 28 when members of the fraternity conduct a cancer information day. Brochures and leaflets describing the warning signals of cancer and other infor­ mation concerning cancer will be distributed to students.

Pledges and donations may be made during that week at the Student Center, April 1 in Troubled Hall at University Park and April 3 in Russell Hall at Brush Tower.

A date will be announced later for Lentz Hall in Thompson Point.

Pledges may be made for each mile ridden during the 24-hour period or a certain amount may be donated to the Cancer Society at that time.

The ride will begin at 10 p.m. at the Sigma Tau Gamma Chapter House, 111 Small Group House, and will be completed 24 hours later at the Student Activities Fair in the Student Center.

The ride will be made on a stationary bicycle and the fraternity has set its goal to ride 500 miles during the 24-hour period.

-----

(From the News Dispatch)

Sioux Eye, March 15, 1972
When the Labor Department announced earlier this month that February unemployment had dipped to 5.7 per cent, any rejoicing was premature. Even if that figure should prove to be a continuing downward trend, the basic problems now facing the American labor force will not have ended. In 1961, the total civilian labor force numbered 79.3 million. About 4.7 million were unemployed, a 6.3 unemployment rate. Prime-age men, 25 and older, accounted for 52.5 per cent of the labor force and had a 5.2 per cent unemployment rate. Prime-age women were 26.9 per cent of the labor force and had a 5.8 per cent unemployment rate. Teenagers were 7 per cent of the labor force and had a 16.8 per cent jobless rate.

In 1971, there were 84 million in the labor force with just over 5 million unemployment rate. Prime-age men had dropped to 45.8 per cent of the labor force with a 3.5 per cent unemployment rate. Prime-age women had grown to 38.2 per cent of the labor force with a 4.5 per cent unemployment rate. Teenagers became 8.9 per cent of the labor force with a 16.9 per cent unemployment rate.

The reason lies beyond the government's monthly severance allowance, which is critically effective at a time when calm approval of cuts is being signalled to the international community as a means to curb our international role.

Destabilizing effects feared
Nixon fears defense cut

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon fears defense cuts will be made by Congress, with the brokings institution, strongly disagrees. In fact, he contends, it is precisely because of the current unemployment trends that the United States, for the first time in its history, is experiencing a sort of inflationary recession.

Nixons message

Nixon denied it.

He said arms aid to South American governments for internal security is in the U.S. interest because it maintains Latin American stability. "If they cannot buy equipment from us," Rogers added, "they will buy it elsewhere." President Nixon's message added two new money requests to his military-aid request in January: $100 million, on top of the $200 million already appropriated, for refugee and humanitarian relief particularly to Bangladesh; $42.5 million for the State Department's efforts with other governments to curb the illegal international narcotics traffic.

DON'T FORGET TO VOTE

In the March 21st Primary

If you will not be here on March 21 and you are registered in Jackson County, you can cast your absentee ballot by going to the office of the County Clerk, Jackson County Courthouse, Murphysboro, and filling out the application and ballot there. The process takes about 10 minutes.

Exercise Your Right to VOTE

This Illinois Primary is one of the most important in Illinois history.

Make YOUR vote count

Sponsored By Student Government
Threats cloud SIU's horizon

To the Daily Egyptian:

May I issue an early warning against a growing threat to academic freedom and minority rights on our campus?

It is no secret that our philosophy department is badly divided. What were once sincere differences of opinion are apparently becoming compulsions to erase the opposition. At a recent meeting of the department's "Committee of the Whole" (which includes a faculty members and both undergraduate and graduate students), these growing compulsions resulted in an 11 to 10 vote to exclude from a formal departmental resolution a minority statement on academic freedom by Professors Hahn, Leys and Schilpp.

Furthermore, these professors can report that they have been subjected to petty harassment, threats of reprisal, and innuendoes that they have suddenly lost their minds and sold out their principles.

That the views of the University's three most distinguished philosophers not now be circulated as an attachment to the views adopted by other department members will do the three of them little harm. Their own small faculties can not be swayed from their positions unless reasonable arguments and evidence should convince them they were wrong.

What has been harmed by the 11 to 10 vote against them is the well-earned reputation of the philosophy department for fighting fair and for insisting upon full minority privileges for all its members. What may soon require understanding is the predicament of members of the department who on some issues disagree with Professors Hohn, Leys and Schilpp but who nevertheless voted to attach the minority statement to the majority resolution. As feelings become more intense, any deviation from the majority line can subject them to the kind of harassment their distinguished colleagues are already enduring. The distance between the desire to suppress and the compulsion to destroy is not great.

Furthermore, what is happening is that people in the philosophy department may well have implications for other departments of the University, none of which is immune from both external and internal threats to academic freedom and minority rights. Professors Hahn, Leys and Schilpp, by insisting that the principle of academic freedom does not cover attempts to destroy other people's academic freedom, have alerted us to a dark cloud on the horizon: the menace of renewed violence and terror. After all, Southern Illinois is tornado country.

Charles D. Tenney
University Professor

Gardiner deserves no raise

To the Daily Egyptian:

I note where Research Professor C. Harvey Gardiner has filed suit against the Board of Trustees for a pay raise.

Gardiner should realize that students who want an education need a raise, too.

Gardiner should realize and rethink his intention to give center back to the students I propose a system whereby a group of organized students, such as the River Rooms and their center janitor, would not be unnecessarily bothered with the constant upkeep of this problem. To give the University Center back to the students I propose a system whereby a group of organized students, such as oursevles whose purpose for needing a center room was purely academic and therefore University business by direct relationship, be able to "check out" a room in the center in the same manner as one would check out athletic equipment or the like—with an I.D. card. The I.D. card would be held until the room was relinquished and restored to its original order and cleanliness so that the next group or center janitor would not be unnecessarily bothered with the constant upkeep of these rooms.

I fail to see why the center cannot be utilized to a higher degree than it already is while holding operating costs to a sufficient minimum.

Richard L. Baldwin
Senior, Foreign Language

Give center back to students

To the Daily Egyptian:

On Saturday, March 11, I was a member of an organized student group whose intention was to discuss and coordinate a two hour slide-tape presentation as a final group project for a particular class.

So, in order to tape record various segments of the presentation, we searched the University Center for a quiet room. Our efforts were thwarted, however, by locked doors on both the second and third floors, where the River Rooms and the student conference rooms are located, respectively.

We then deduced that some sort of "official permission" was required and sought to locate a "Red Coat" from whom this permission could be secured.

And so, with photographic and electronic equipment in hand, we approached an official of the center. He listened to our request and politely asked us for the name of our group. Of course we were not a little surprised at this and we answered that we were merely a group of students, a group of students doing a class project. He shook his head and, while he looked at his feet, told us that there were no rooms available. May I suggest an alternative for the improvement of this problem? To give the University Center back to the students I propose a system whereby a group of organized students, such as ourselves whose purpose for needing a center room was purely academic and therefore University business

Feiffer
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Independence: the dream of the disabled

By Gwen Wolf

Graduation day should be one of the happiest events of one's life. Being partially confined to a wheelchair because of cerebral palsy, I had to fight for equal rights and the satisfaction of walking down the aisle with the rest of the graduates.

For three months, I had been practicing to walk down the auditorium aisle for my high school graduation. In the beginning, my walking time was about six minutes. Using my crutches, with continuous and strenuous efforts, my walking speed decreased to about three minutes. It was quite gratifying.

Just one week before the great day, much to my astonishment, I was told that I would not be allowed to walk to my seat because I might hold up the ceremony. I objected to the principal's saying, "You have been walking because walking means a great deal to me. Why didn't you tell me that I couldn't walk before?" No one told me that I couldn't walk before the last day of school and it was probably one of the worst.

When I entered public school for kindergarten, I wore braces up to my hips and used underarm crutches. The school administration accommodated me whenever possible. For instance, hand bars were put in the lavatory for me. I was allowed to leave my classes a few minutes early to avoid the rush between classes. Sometimes I was referred to the special education classes. These hindrances are better known as architectural barriers which decrease the mobility of any disabled person.

One of today's sayings is to be as independent as possible. All disabilities and handicaps are independent as possible: They do not want to be a burden on society. Even I was wondering how it is so hard to make convincences for the disabled? We are forced to depend.

This year in school my history final was to select a president of the United States. Some of the candidates are: FDR, N. Carter, and M. Reagan. Believe me, why is it so hard to make convincences for the disabled? We are always discriminated against.

The McCarthy rally Wednesday was interesting in one aspect. Here we were at a political rally. Was anybody willing to deny the opportunity for the audience to hear the rally? I don't believe so. We thought that the specific provisions applied to other facilities. We got to the walk with no trouble at all. You have to commit yourself. You have to reach out with your hand looking for help. McCarthy turned off more than mikes on the day before the rally.

To the Daily Egyptian:

The McCarthy rally Wednesday was interesting in one aspect. Here we were at a political rally where the intent is supposedly to hear the views of the audience. Was anybody willing to deny the opportunity for the audience to hear the rally? I don't believe so. We thought that the specific provisions applied to other facilities. We got to the walk with no trouble at all. You have to commit yourself. You have to reach out with your hand looking for help. McCarthy turned off more than mikes on the day before the rally.
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Marijuana study findings to be revealed March 22

By University News Service

Findings of the year-long Shafer Commission study of the use and effects of marijuana will be revealed in a nationally televised press conference Wednesday night, March 22.

The program, "The Shafer Report: What To Do About Marijuana,"

will be transmitted nationally by the Public Broadcasting Service and seen from 8 to 9 p.m. on WSIU-TV, Channel 8, Carbondale, and WUSI-TV, Channel 16, Springfield.

The program will be televised on the same day that the commission's report is presented to President Nixon and the Congress. Following the commission's appearance in Washington, the members will fly to Syracuse, N.Y., to hold the press conference and answer questions by telephone from prominent newspeople from across the United States.

Professor named to board for correctional facilities

Myrl Alexander, an SIU graduate, has been appointed to a Public Hearing Board for new community-based correctional facilities to be located in major metropolitan areas throughout the state.

Alexander, of the Center of the Study of Crime, Detriment and Corrections, is one of 13 persons named to the board Saturday by Peter E. Benisinger, director of the Illinois Department of Corrections.

Benisinger said that the facilities are planned to involve local communities in reforming the criminal justice system.

Dates and locations of the hearings will be announced early April Benisinger said the hearings should be concluded by the end of May.

The report comes after a massive study of the medical, sociological and legal aspects of marijuana use which reached into every strata of society in every part of the country.

During its study, the Commission conducted numerous investigations, including intimate studies of each question as what relationship is there between marijuana and crime and does marijuana use lead to addiction to the hard drugs such as heroin.

The commission chairman Raymond P. Shafer, is the former governor of Pennsylvania. Illinoisans who have served on the commission are John A. Howard, president of Rockford College, and Mitchell Ware, Chicago lawyer and former superintendent of the Illinois Bureau of Investigation.
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Imagine an Illinois governor who has to "worry about looking as good as he is."

That's Governor Ogilvie's problem—according to Walter Jacobson, cracker NBC-TV commentator, who pinpointed it out in the Chicago Tribune Magazine on November 28, 1971.

Ogilvie is used to solving problems. He said that being Governor of Illinois was a tough job when he asked for it in 1968. He knew it when he saw the problems he inherited from previous administrations.

Ogilvie didn't duck. In the last three years, he's probably done more to solve Illinois' problems than any other governor in the state's history.

He has been progressive, innovative, courageous and honest. This kind of governor is not easy to find.

Especially in Illinois.

Here are some of Governor Ogilvie's major accomplishments in these past three years. Judge for yourself.

1. Saved the state from bankruptcy.

When Governor Ogilvie took office, Illinois faced a deficit approaching $1 billion.

The state ranked 47th in its contribution to education. Its park system was a disgrace. The highways were death traps. Construction of badly needed new mental health facilities had been stopped. Rare diseases were on a waiting list with no hope of treatment.

Governor Ogilvie saw there was only one solution—a state income tax. Some said such a proposal was political suicide. Ogilvie replied, "I'd rather be right." He proposed the income tax which was subsequently passed. Its results spoke for themselves.


Governor Ogilvie has doubled state appropriations to grammar and high schools. From $518 million to more than $1 billion annually.

In over three years expenditures for higher education have risen from $925 million to more than one and one half billion dollars—an increase of 64%.

Funds for state scholarships have gone from $16 million to $39 million. And 70,000 college students will get scholarships this fall compared to 29,000 in the last pre-Ogilvie year.

Also a program of state aid to non-public schools was passed to prevent the trend of decline.

3. The nation's toughest antipollution laws.

Governor Ogilvie proposed and signed into law the toughest anti-pollution laws in the nation. Laws that increased penalties for first violations up to $10,000 and $1,000 a day for continuing violations. These laws have become a model for the national war on pollution.

He also won public approval of a $750 million dollar bond issue to enable local governments to control inadequately treated sewage—the major cause of Illinois' pollution.

4. The first constitutional reform in Illinois in 100 years.

It's no coincidence that Illinois' dated constitution was re-written almost immediately after Ogilvie took office. This makes it one of the most important governmental achievements in this century.

5. The first comprehensive transportation plan in any state.

Governor Ogilvie proposed and secured passage of a remarkable $900 million program to build and repair roads, assist in preserving urban mass transit services, guarantee adequate suburban commuter service and save railroad passengers from extinction.

At the same time, he provided a $100 million program to improve and develop airport facilities throughout Illinois.

And he took the first steps to build a $350 million airport to serve metropolitan St. Louis and Southern Illinois.

6. Strong support to mental health.

Governor Ogilvie ordered construction of seven new residential care centers for the mentally retarded.

The emergency waiting list for admission of retarded children has been eliminated.

Under Ogilvie, patient population at overcrowded state hospitals was reduced.

He tripled state funds for more than 240 local day care centers and community clinics in three years.

The total mental health budget for this year amounts to $331 million—an increase of $97 million over expenditures for the last pre-Ogilvie year.

7. Revitalized general health programs.

Governor Ogilvie has initiated state programs to halt the increasing cost of medical services in Illinois.

And the school lunch program has increased almost eight fold during the three Ogilvie years. Free lunches supplied through this program this year to more than 1.1 million children, up from 600,000 children served in the last pre-Ogilvie year.

8. Acquired 45,000 new acres of park and recreation land.

When Governor Ogilvie took office, Illinois ranked last among the 50 states in park land per resident.

Since 1969, the state has acquired more than 45,000 acres of park and recreation land.

Incidentally, Ogilvie has modernized and professional management.

Under Ogilvie, Illinois has the most aggressive park land acquisition program in the nation.

9. Saved more than 600 lives by improving roads and bridges.

Ogilvie's Illinois Action Program has widened and resurfaced 3,000 miles of two lane roads and modernized 200 dangerous new bridge knots. Not surprisingly, there were 639 fewer highway deaths in the last three years. Plus untold numbers saved from injury.

And the Illinois highway death rate as of December, 1971, was the lowest since 1964.

In an additional effort to cut the highway death rate, an implied consent legislation was proposed, passed and signed by the governor to keep drunk drivers off our roads.

10. Reformed the state insurance department.

Governor Ogilvie took politics out of the Department of Insurance when he demanded its reform.

Also, the governor won enactment of "No Fault Insurance"—a program designed to speed payments to accident victims, give all citizens fuller coverage and lead to reduced auto insurance costs.

11. Significant drug abuse program.

Governor Ogilvie's drug abuse program has achieved national recognition. Penalties have been reduced for first offenders. Opportunities for cure have been increased.

The number of drug addicts undergoing curbs has risen from 100, before Ogilvie, to more than 2,500 at the present time.

At the same time, the governor's program has supplied stiffer penalties for pushers and the syndicate masterminds of the drug trade.


Governor Ogilvie's breakfast program is providing 6 million free breakfasts to needy children in this school year.

And the school lunch program has increased almost eight fold during the three Ogilvie years. Free lunches supplied through this program this year to more than 1.1 million school children—up from 600,000 children served in the last pre-Ogilvie year.

13. Inaugurated day care programs.

Governor Ogilvie has initiated a state program to support day care centers for children of working mothers.

As a result, mothers who formerly couldn't earn money to support their families, now can with the knowledge their children will be well cared for.

(Appropriations for this program have gone from less than $5 million before Ogilvie to $49 million this year.)


Famous as a crime-fighter, one of the governor's first and most significant programs was penal reform.

Ogilvie's new concept of corrections stresses stress education and rehabilitation. It is more than a reform. It means that the tools they'll have to use go "straight" on the outside.

The program works. Since its inauguration three years ago, the number of paroled prisoners who violate the law has dropped more than 30%.

15. Expanded worker's benefits.

In 1971, Governor Ogilvie signed into law the state's first minimum wage law, enacted the most advanced occupational health and safety law of any state, and approved record increases in Workmen's Compensation benefits.

During the Ogilvie administration, benefits for Workmen's Compensation in Illinois are now 30% above the average, compared to the national average. The governor's social programs have resulted in a fifty percent increase in revenue from this source.

16. Expanded employment opportunities for minorities.

Governor Ogilvie has done more to provide jobs for minority workers than any other governor in history. In state government employment, nearly 13% of our state's executive management positions are filled by blacks. This compares with 7% in the nation. Ogilvie wants his departments to continue to be leaders in the area of employment opportunities for minorities.

17. Led the fight for ethics legislation.

Governor Ogilvie has made public his income and assets records as well as his family's. He has supported legislation to disclose campaign spending and publicize political contributions. He initiated the law to provide for disclosure of income and assets by government officials.

But, most important, he has personally set standards of conduct intended to restore public confidence in elected officials.

All these things required thoughtful, dedicated leadership.

We believe Illinois needs Governor Ogilvie for another 4 years. Won't you join us to make sure we keep him?

I am happy to join in the campaign to re-elect Governor Ogilvie.

(please print)

Name

Street

City

State

Zip

Mail to: Citizens for Governor Ogilvie P.O. Box 915 Springfield, Ill. 62705

Sponsored by Citizens for Governor Ogilvie Committee, H. H. Baz, Chairman John C. Parkhurst, Campaign Manager

Governor Ogilvie is a good governor. And they're hard to find.
Armed robberies biggest problem, says States Attorney Ron Briggs

By Dave Butler

Jackson County States Attorney Ron Briggs says he has made quicker trials in criminal cases a major aim of his office.

No case should be pending more than six months, he says, for "quick trials will help the prosecution's case."

Briggs was named states attorney in October when Richard Richman resigned to become an associate circuit judge.

"Trying to remain current" is another aim of Briggs's office, although he said it's a monumental task.

Briggs said crime in Jackson County has not increased substantially during the past year. The states attorney's office handled more than 1,000 major cases and 4,000 traffic offenses in 1971, he said.

He added that this number reflects only the number of cases and not the number of persons involved.

But Briggs was quick to point out that some cases have been pending for a year or two. He said, "The state is entitled to a speedy trial just the same as anybody." Briggs warned. He said, "A number of these cases are coming to Carbondale."

He said everything to match anything available to the defense, not trying to railroad anybody," Briggs warned. He said having justice carried out without waiting months is his task.

"It's easier to defend than to prosecute," Briggs said. "There's no burden of proof on the defense."

"The defense has available everything to match anything available to the state." Briggs said that this is his function and considers the defense much easier.

Although quicker trials will solve some of Jackson County's problems, Briggs said that juveniles present still another big problem.

Jackson County has the highest juvenile crime rate in Southern Illinois, as a result of the East St. Louis area, Briggs said.

Most juveniles are involved in curfew violations, thefts and burglaries. The states attorney said some youth will call him to explain that they can't control their children's behavior.

"They seek our help," he said. Indeed, the states attorney's office has the area of four counties for juveniles of school age.

Briggs said the county registered more than 1,000 such cases last year.

Briggs accounted for more than 500 cases and misdemeanors rated even higher, Briggs said. Although he could not list a conviction percentage, Briggs said it is "fairly high."

The states attorney said there were 22 murders in the county last year, which is fairly normal. He said homicides have been extremely rare in Jackson County.

Armed robberies, however, are the most important crime in the county, Briggs said.

"Anytime you have a man and a gun together, there's a possibility of death."

"This is one of the most serious crimes because of the possibility of bodily harm," Briggs said.

But Briggs said he has gotten several convictions for armed robberies and currently has three persons under indictment for an armed robbery at the Nearly New Shop in Carbondale.

He also said that police have apprehended the suspects in a robbery at McNell's Jewelry in Carbondale last week. Brains are the suspects are expected to be charged.

Two men were sent to prison in late February as a result of armed robbery convictions, he said.

Although admitting that armed robberies continue to be a problem, he said a rash of nine armed robberies in Carbondale during November and December have almost all been solved.

Carbondale is where most crimes are committed because it's Jackson County's population center. But of the cases processed through the states attorney's office, Briggs said, "only about 30 per cent at the outside, involve SIU students."

Briggs said this is a proportionate number in comparison to the student population in the area.

Most offenses involving students are cases of illegal possession of alcohol, theft under $100, shoplifting, disorderly conduct and drug violations.

Briggs said new laws passed by the Illinois General Assembly have reduced the punishment for drug possession. Most drug arrests in the county are for possession, he said.

Under the new law, a person caught with marijuana in his possession can plead guilty and get from three to five years probation. The probation is granted to first offenders and or at the discretion of the judge, Briggs said.

The general assembly brought the law into courses followed by the courts, he said. "It comes in line with the mood of the times."

The new law differentiates between a seller and a possessor by grading the offense with the amount of possession, Briggs said.

Another main aim of the states attorney's office is to provide better understanding of law by police officers.

A special course for law enforcement officers will begin March 30, to explain arrest, search and seizure, confession, line-up, search warrant and juvenile procedures.

Briggs said elevation of the law for policemen "will be a prime effort on the part of my office this year."

Traffic offenses are the single biggest volume of crimes handled by the state's attorney's office, but "they're a crime society does not frown on."

Besides traffic offenses, burglaries have increased during the past several years, he said.

During every SIU break, burglaries increase greatly and the cases are extremely difficult to solve, Briggs said.

Without catching the suspects in the act, cases are nearly impossible to prosecute, he said. "Leads are usually few and far between in these cases."

Jackson State's crime society has not increased in the last year, however, Briggs said.

He said his office has apprehended the suspects in a robbery at McNeill's Jewelry in Carbondale during February, and in March his office has made 11 arrests.

Without arrests the crimes continue to go unpunished even higher. Briggs said. Although other crimes, such as major offenses, have been extremely rare in Jackson County, Briggs said.

A new law gives the county attorney the option of possessing the suspect, Briggs said.

"This is one of the most serious crimes because of the possibility of bodily harm." Briggs said.

Briggs said he has gotten several convictions for armed robberies and currently has three persons under indictment for an armed robbery at the Nearly New Shop in Carbondale.

He also said that police have apprehended the suspects in a robbery at McNeil's Jewelry in Carbondale last week. Brains are the suspects are expected to be charged.

Two men were sent to prison in late February as a result of armed robbery convictions, he said.

Although admitting that armed robberies continue to be a problem, he said a rash of nine armed robberies in Carbondale during November and December have almost all been solved.

Carbondale is where most crimes are committed because it's Jackson County's population center. But of the cases processed through the states attorney's office, Briggs said, "only about 30 per cent at the outside, involve SIU students."

Briggs said this is a proportionate number in comparison to the student population in the area.

Most offenses involving students are cases of illegal possession of alcohol, theft under $100, shoplifting, disorderly conduct and drug violations.

Briggs said new laws passed by the Illinois General Assembly have reduced the punishment for drug possession. Most drug arrests in the county are for possession, he said.

Under the new law, a person caught with marijuana in his possession can plead guilty and get from three to five years probation. The probation is granted to first offenders and or at the discretion of the judge, Briggs said.

The general assembly brought the law into courses followed by the courts, he said. "It comes in line with the mood of the times."

The new law differentiates between a seller and a possessor by grading the offense with the amount of possession, Briggs said.

Another main aim of the states attorney's office is to provide better understanding of law by police officers.

A special course for law enforcement officers will begin March 30, to explain arrest, search and seizure, confession, line-up, search warrant and juvenile procedures.

Briggs said elevation of the law for policemen "will be a prime effort on the part of my office this year."

Traffic offenses are the single biggest volume of crimes handled by the state's attorney's office, but "they're a crime society does not frown on."

Besides traffic offenses, burglaries have increased during the past several years, he said.

During every SIU break, burglaries increase greatly and the cases are extremely difficult to solve, Briggs said.

Without catching the suspects in the act, cases are nearly impossible to prosecute, he said. "Leads are usually few and far between in these cases."

Jackson State's crime society has not increased in the last year, however, Briggs said.

He said his office has apprehended the suspects in a robbery at McNeill's Jewelry in Carbondale during February, and in March his office has made 11 arrests.

Without arrests the crimes continue to go unpunished even higher. Briggs said. Although other crimes, such as major offenses, have been extremely rare in Jackson County, Briggs said. ...
China trip changed views, study says

By David L. Mahman
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The attitudes of Southern Illinois University students toward mainland China and for recognition of the Communist government there have become more favorable since President Nixon's televised visit to the country's most populous country, according to a study recently com- pleted by two SIU scholars.

The study, conducted by Godwin Chu, professor of journalism, and L. Erwin Atwood, associate professor of journalism, focused on the effects of TV coverage on the students. The two were assisted by Sylvia Whitlow, a graduate student in journalism.

Chu said that although attitudes toward the people of China and recognition of the Communist government were significantly more favorable after the President's visit, attitudes toward the government itself were not.

According to the study, 41 per cent of the sample supported recognition of the Communist government before the visit, while 52 per cent were in favor of recognition following the trip. On the other hand, only 24 per cent of the sample said the Communist government should be trusted.

Chu said the sample consisted of residents from Carbondale, Mur­ phyrboro, DeSoto and Grand Tower and those who had attended a previous DIMI visit.

**Deadline set for med test**

The deadline to apply for 1972 Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) to be given at Washington Square, Building Center, is May 4, according to Barbara L. Reddick, counselor at the Counseling and Testing Center.

The MCAT is for applicants applying for entrance to medical schools in the fall of 1973, Bradshaw said.

A copy of the 1972 announcement containing specific information about the MCAT and a description of "Medical School Admissions Requirements, U.S.A. and Canada" are available at the testing center, Washington Square, Building C, Bradshaw said.

**Forester to give lecture**

A public lecture regarding timber harvesting procedures will be held at 7 p.m. Monday in the Agriculture Building on the campus of SIU.

Orrville L. Daniels, forest supervisor of the Bitterroot National Forest in Montana and Idaho, will deliver the lecture, entitled "Clear- cutting controversy and the U.S. Forest Service management policies in general."

Daniels had headed the one and one-half million acre forest, scene of extensive clear-cutting, for about two years.

The public is invited to attend the lecture and the discussion which will follow.

**Mitchell testifies on IT&T issue**

WASHINGTON (AP)—Former Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell testified Tuesday he met for 35 minutes with the president of International Telephone & Telegraph Corp., even though Mitchell had disqualified himself from taking part in an- titrust suits against the conglomerate.

But Mitchell told the Senate Judiciary Committee that the discussion in August 1970 dealt only with IT&T president Harold Green's arguments that the Nixon administration's antitrust policy was too vigorous.

Mitchell, who disqualified himself

**Library sets special hours during break**

Missouri Library will open on the following hours during break: from 7:45 to 5 p.m. Friday and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday. The library will be closed Sunday and the power shut off.

The library will be open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on March 20; from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on March 21; from 2 p.m. to 9 p.m. on March 26; and from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on March 27. Regular hours will resume on March 28.

**McDermott Buick - Opel**

Your Only Authorized Buick - Opel Dealer in Jackson County

OPEN 8 - 8 to serve you
Rt. 13 East C'dale
549-5321

**HETZEL OPTICAL SERVICE**

411 S. Illinois Ave.
Phone 457-4619
MOD FRAMES—GOLD RIMS
Sunglasses—Regular Rx & Photogray
Contact Lens Polished-Frame Repaired
1-Day Service

We Specialize in Contact Lens Fitting
Dr. James C. Hetzel Optometrist

**Going to Florida?**

See Leslie's sandals first
Wide Selection--priced from $4.99 up

The savvy Sandler is very self-assured. There's a lot of interest high on the instep, a simple sling back, a single thong to curl your toes around, and a padded sole to cushion yours. Sandler of Boston handcrafts it with a lavish hand indeed. **$10.99**

Brown Leather  Brown Suede  White Leather

at Leslie's  210 S. Illinois

**Don't be taken in by the myth that high priced gasoline is**

**WIDES OIL CO.**

**SAVES YOU MONEY**

**Earl's Wides**

605 N. Ill.  Expert Tire Service

**Free Sunday Paper with fill-up**

**Bill's Wides**

514 E. Main  Cigarettes 40c

**The savvy Sandler is very self-assured. There's a lot of interest high on the instep, a simple sling back, a single thong to curl your toes around, and a padded sole to cushion yours. Sandler of Boston handcrafts it with a lavish hand indeed. $10.99**

Brown Leather  Brown Suede  White Leather

at Leslie's  210 S. Illinois
By David L. Mahsman
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The Illinois Chamber of Commerce and Sen. Charles Percy, R-Ill., don't seem to be getting along too well lately.

The bone of contention between the two is S. 1177; a Senate bill commonly referred to as the Consumer Protection Organization Act of 1972. The Chamber calls it the 'Nader Enabling Act.'

The bill would create a new Federal advocacy agency to represent the interests of consumers before other agencies and the Federal courts. Consumer Legislation (H.R. 10685) has already passed the House of Representatives.

In a letter circulated throughout Illinois and included in a recent Carbondale Chamber of Commerce Newsletter, Illinois Chamber President Lester W. Brann Jr. called for opposition to the legislation by the business community.

"Your tax money will be spent to harass, regulate and interfere in your business to an extent unprecedented in this country's history unless you act now to stop S. 1177 Operations Committee," Brann's letter said. Percy is a member of that committee and a principal co-sponsor of the controversial legislation.

Brann called for Chamber members to write to their senators and congressmen in opposition to the legislation.

Here is Brann's interpretation of the bills and Percy's response, made in a recent speech on the Senate floor:

"The legislation would allow the Consumer Protection Agency (CPA) to "intervene in and to be a party to any federal regulatory proceeding with any business on matters which the agency feels affect the consumer."

Percy replied that this is "an overstatement. He said the CPA may intervene only in cases of substantial interest to consumers. What's more, Percy said, the CPA will not have the power to decide the merits of any case.

"Brann said the CPA could "subpoena any information on your business under threat of court action."

Percy called this "completely misleading. The CPA's information-getting power does not apply to any matters subject to any rulemaking of adjudicatory proceedings. It has power only in the context of conducting economic research, investigations, conferences and surveys. He added that safeguards against arbitrary use of the subpoena power have been effective in the past and will not be less so with the establishment of the CPA."

Brann said the CPA could "appeal actions in federal courts by a federal agency as to its decisions and- or rule-making powers."

This is not completely true, Percy said. Under S. 1177, the CPA "would be entitled to seek review of agency decisions only if it had participated in earlier proceedings at the agency level." He added that there are several limits even on this power.

"According to Brann's letter, the CPA could "request any governmental agency to investigate your business, and if they refuse, appeal the refusal to the federal courts."

"This is incorrect," Percy said. The CPA could request agency review, but is not given the right to appeal a refusal to the court under S. 1177.

Finally, Brann said S. 1177 would "subsidize-through federal grants-in-aid and state and local governmental and private agencies to lobby for, and push enforcement of, so-called consumer protection laws."

Percy added to Brann's statement by saying that any private agencies must be non-profit, and that purposes for awarding such grants would be "considerably more extensive" than those outlined by Brann.

"As to your reference to S. 1177 as the 'Nader Enabling Act,' I am at a lose as to why you have so named the bill," Percy wrote to Brann. "This is a slight to its sponsors and to the 74 senators who voted for it in the 91st Congress. A bill exactly like S. 1177 was passed by the Senate in the 90th Congress.

Percy also said that the Chamber has failed to indicate ways in which the legislation will help business.

"What is good for the consumer can also be good for business," Percy said. "The structure and operation of a Consumer Protection Agency need not be hostile to business interests."

Deep in thought

There are all sorts of ways to study for finals but this unidentified SIU student has discovered one of the most comfortable.

(Photograph in John Longo)

Italian nights

$2.25

Tuesday & Wednesday

Chicken, Lasagna, Spaghetti

LOGAN SCALLOPINI
MUSACOGLI & RAUVOLI

All You Can Eat!!

Live Entertainment

Sale 11695

Reg. 129.95. Penicillin: 6,000 BTU air conditioner. Features 2 speed fan and cooling power. Adjustable vertical louvers for cooling where you want it. Ten position thermostatic control maintains desired temperature. Permanent, washable Scott foam filter. Easy to install, too. 44.95 a month.

Worth: 18,000 BTU air conditioner. Reg. 319.95. Sale 342.95 24,000 BTU. 2 speed air conditioner. Reg. 319.95. Sale 287.95

**This amount represents the required minimum monthly payment under Penicillin Time Payment Plan for the purchase of the unit item. See FINANCE CHARGE and service agreement cost with 12% APR. Annual interest rate 12% on the first $600 and 1% (Annual Percentage Rate 12%) on the portion over $600 of the previous balance. Maximum finance charges will be $5.00 per month.

The values are here every day.

Monday thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Sunday 12:00 to 6:00 p.m.
Spring picture

Tis spring at SIU—almost. Few students this week have had the time or frame of mind to notice the flowers or the weather because it is still winter. Their proof is the fact that winter quarter finals are still being given and spring will not dawn until the tests are over.

Photo by Nelson Brooks

Volunteer assistance asked for spring clean-up drive

Volunteers are needed to participate in the city clean-up campaign planned for the week of March 27, Tom Bevirt, coordinator of the campaign, said Tuesday.

The campaign is part of a spring effort to "spruce up the city," Bevirt said, with free pickup of "junk and other stuff" from all over the city.

Volunteers are desired primarily to help the elderly, who may not be able to gather everything together, he said.

Those interested in helping may contact Bevirt at 549-5302, extension 240.

MAO'S DIVINE TZU-LI DIET

Our contact in deepest China sent us a leaflet to distribute about the Tzu-Li diet and Chinese health specialists. The Tzu-Li diet is the diet of the Chinese leaders who live in the Old Guard and Theu Li's. Chairman Mao claims that his diet is the most important of all in terms of health and longevity.

The diet consists of a variety of foods, including fruits, vegetables, meats, and grains. It also includes a variety of exercises and meditation techniques to promote health and well-being.

The diet has been credited with extending the lifespan of Chinese leaders, who are known to be in excellent physical shape. The diet has also been credited with reducing the incidence of chronic diseases such as heart disease and cancer.

The diet is easy to prepare and requires only a few simple ingredients. It can be eaten by anyone who wants to improve their health and vitality.

Confusion surrounds Arab peace rumor

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)—Iraqi radio said Tuesday Kune Hussein has agreed with Israel to make Jordan's occupied west bank an autonomous Palestinian state with an Arab Jerusalem as its capital. The report immediately met with widespread denials.

Baghdad's radio's broadcast came shortly after the royal palace in Amman announced that Hussein will make a statement "of tremendous importance" Wednesday concerning the territory, seized by Israel in the 1967 war.

Middle East specialists, however, and Jordan's ambassador to the United Nations dismissed the Iraqi reports as "totally unfounded.

The Jordanian U.N. ambassador, Abdul Hamid Sharaf, said Hussein's announcement will be of great interest to inhabitants of the occupied west bank but will have "no special significance as far as the development of diplomatic situation with Israel.

The two countries have remained in a technical state of war since the 1967 fighting.

The Israeli Foreign Ministry contended it knew nothing of the Jordanian monarch's plans.

Observe in Jerusalem cast doubt on the report, saying that recalling Hussein has consistently refused to consider relinquishing Jerusalem and that it considers the Jordan River its natural security border.

Specification in Beirut also was that Hussein will disclose a peace offer rather than a settlement.

Any separate settlement between Jordan and Israel could be expected to bring scorn from leftist Arab nations and guerrilla movements against the Hashemite ruler. Egypt and Syria, both with territory still under Israeli occupation, would likely charge that Hussein sold them out.

As outlined by Baghdad radio, the peace plan would call for:

—A proclamation of a new federal state under the Hashemite throne to be called the United Arab Kingdom.

It would be made up of two autonomous states, Palestine and Jordan, each with its own government and parliament to run internal affairs.

—Part of the old Arab city of Jerusalem as capital of the Palestinian state with Amman remaining the capital of Jordan.

—A Palestinian state government with jurisdiction over the entire west bank and over the Gaza Strip at a later stage.

—Both states under the kingdom's federal government, based in Amman, which would exercise authority on foreign policy, defense and economic affairs.

Guess wins trip for SIU student

The winner of WDBJ's "Guess the Diet" contest is Elissa Lepp, an SIU student from Morton Grove, Ill. Lepp, public relations director of WDBJ, said Tuesday.

She said that Ms. Lepp's correct guess of 3.29 total pins knocked down by Iz WDBJ DJ's during the contest Friday night won her a free trip to Daytona Beach, Fla., and Disney World in Orlando for spring break.

Open 24 Hours

FAMILY FUN

E. Main, Carbondale

Spring picture

Volunteer assistance asked for spring clean-up drive

MAO'S DIVINE TZU-LI DIET

Confusion surrounds Arab peace rumor

Guess wins trip for SIU student

Open 24 Hours
In-service programs offer police training

By Jan Tranchila

A regional training director will be appointed within the next two weeks to plan and coordinate in-service programs for in-service policeman in a 13-county area, including Jackson County.

The action will be taken by the Gibson County Planning and Development Commission to provide seminars in practical law enforcement for area policemen. It is funded by a federal grant. Police training in the area is lacking at all in-service policemen, including SIU Security Police, Carbondale Police and sheriff's deputies, receive special training to complement their professional training when their offices can afford it and when it is offered.

"We take advantage of every in-service program we can get," Chief Joseph Dakin, of the Carbondale Police said. Usually these programs are too expensive and the department can afford to send men to them, he said.

Ron Briggs, state's attorney has said one of his main goals is to send as many policemen in Jackson County as possible to these special sessions. In fact, Hoffman has requested mandatory attendance of all policemen at these seminars, Gillen said.

Hoffman recently held a finger printing course in conjunction with Mel Wallace, law enforcement education coordinator for the Vocational-Technical Institute.

"Police officers need these special non-credit courses to pick up extra knowledge or just refresh themselves," Wallace said.

Besides these special seminars, SIU and Carbondale hold informal training sessions for their own men. On Mondays and Thursdays each week, SIU Security Police attend hour training sessions to discuss changes in laws, police operating procedures for various situations and general information on public relations for the police.

Don White, in-service training coordinator for the Security Police, said the past few sessions have been on report writing. He said that future sessions will include search and seizure, cases that have gone to court involving policemen and practical training in operating police cameras.

"Since we primarily work with students, it should be evident that all our training deals more with police in the University situation and campus problems than city police functions," he said.

Carbondale police receive roll-call training for 15 minutes each day before going on duty, Dakin said. The men receive announcements and helpful information along with a periodic bulletin of news and articles concerning police, he said. All Carbondale and SIU police have gone through the six-week training course at the Police Training Institute in Champaign. But, they do not feel competent enough to write up warrants. The courts will not accept warrants unless Briggs or one of his assistants writes them up. The courts will cooperate if officers receive police training however, Briggs said.

Robert Drehcr, acting director of the crime center said the center serves as a source of information for the in-service program.

"We complement each other's fields," Drehcr said. "We are very strong in corrections but we also have courses in law enforcement and court administration."

"We feel all areas are equally important," he said.

Special internships have been coordinated with various county offices as a result of cooperation between the VTI program, the crime center and those offices.

Students are presently serving internships with the SIU Security Police and with the Carbondale police. There are also interns in the courthouse in Murphysboro, Wallace said. Three are working in the sheriff's office and four others in the state's attorney's office.

Linguistics offers Vietnamese class

A four-credit course presenting a detailed analysis of the grammatical structure of the Vietnamese language, Linguistics 430, will be offered during the spring quarter.

Prerequisites in Linguistics 401A, B, or equivalent. Further information may be obtained from the instructor, Nguyen Dinh Huu, at 536-3385 or 536-3207.

Work office calls for vets' class schedules

Students receiving benefits from the Veterans Administration are being asked to bring their class schedules for next quarter to the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance for verification of their attendance at SIU spring quarter.

Myra Lopez, of the Student Work and Financial Assistance office, said Tuesday that students receiving benefits under Public Law 624 (War Orphans), Public Law 358 (G.I. Bill) and Public Law 815 (Vocational Rehabilitation) should have their schedules submitted by April 7.

She said the schedules are to be taken to the Student Work and Financial Assistance office area at 611 W. Washington Street. Office hours are from 8 a.m. to noon and 1 to 5 p.m.

If class schedules are not presented by then, benefits will be terminated retroactive to the last day of winter quarter, Mrs. Lopez said.

"Oh, How We Danced! "

to the rhythms of Jim Capaldi

The leader of "Traffic" now has arrived with his own new album, "Oh, How We Danced," on Island Records

Also available "Traffic" The low spark of high heeled boys" 3.89

"Lettermen 1" a Capital Album 3.89

"Badfinger Straight Up" by Apple Records, Inc. 3.89

"One Stone" a Flying Records album 3.89

Shop Penney's record and music center for the most complete selection of stereo albums and tapes. All types of music, all top labels At the lowest Prices

JCPenney

The values are here every day.

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. SUNDAY 12:00 to 6 p.m.

NIGHTLY SPECIAL
5 P.M. TILL CLOSING
2 SUPER SHEETS 99¢
"A MEAL IN A SANDWICH"
312 E. MAIN

See Europe This Summer!


Why Wait? Only $290 on SIU’s chartered plane. The same airline’s regular summer economy fare is almost three times as much! Our Student Work and Financial Assistance Office may help you. This trip is a good graduation present! Go now, this is our lowest fare ever! Bicycle and Stay in Youth Hostels

Earn Up To 12 Hours of Credit and Travel Too! Participate in Study Programs!

- Russian
- French
- German
- History of Chemistry
- Marketing
- Latin History

Just Travel and Have Fun!

Join a European Student Tour (starts at $788)

See Europe More Economically!

- Get a group of your friends and rent a microbus!
- Buy a Eurailpass and Travel by Train
- Go Camping Like Many Do in Summer

For further information come to:
The Division of Continuing Education
315 West Grand Street
(just north of the Library)
The job situation in Carbondale is expected to be considerably brighter within the next 18 months, despite the fact that unemployment rate has risen steadily over the last three years.

The city's economy is also looking forward to an increase during spring and summer. Ray Lech, executive vice president of the Carbondale Regional Chamber of Commerce, says the improved outlook is due to new employment opportunities in new businesses opening in the area.

According to Lech, a mall being built east on Illinois Route 13 will employ an estimated 400 people. Also, 250 portable units are projected to be built in the area.

Only two of the estimated 56 different stores that are to be located in the mall have been announced. Lech said that he is not liberty to release the names of any other stores.

"There will also be an increase of about 100 industrial and manufacturing type jobs, and probably about 250 in service type businesses within the next year and a half," Lech said.

William French, coordinator of off-campus jobs, said that spring many jobs will be opening up again, at least until the new school year begins.

"Many departments anticipated Illinois being in High Education cutting funds, and thus the eventual layoff of some student workers during the austerity period cannot be overcompensated to lay off too many people who are working at the start of the year," French said.

Lech said that this caused some departments to be in better financial shape than they had previously thought. Many departments are in better shape, he said, because they can afford to hire more people making up fewer people at the university.

"Lech said that this means that the employment rate at an even increasing pace. But he noted that the increased job opportunities for 1972 should lessen this difference considerably."

Endrom R. Aken, manager of the S.I. University Employment Service, agreed. Aken said that a total of 549 people were registered for employment in March 1972.

"This included 132 people, including veterans and women, in the off-campus job market, and the majority of these positions were in clerical work."

French said that that the unemployment rate is expected to fall by 225 in the next two years, as job opportunities and the work force increase.

"Actually, there are probably more students working off-campus than on," he said.

French said that the majority of student workers were employed in clerical jobs, but they'll probably be in more clerical jobs in the future in the job market.

"French said that he is currently about 360 different kinds of unverist in jobs in which students are employed. "The recommendations of the Carbondale-Murphysboro-Edwardsville area, which would allow individual academic units or programs to formulate their own criteria for retention and graduation."

The recommendation was part of a five-recommendation proposal made by the Undergraduate Council. The entire proposal still needs the approval of President David R. Derge.
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Work-study program could add $7.6 million in funds for students

By Chuck Hutchcraft, Egyptian Staff Writer

A work-study program to balance the state's needs for student assistance with enough funds to hire students currently seeking work, said Frank C. Adams, director of SIU's Student Work Study Assistance program. Adams said Illinois institutions are $7.6 million short in work-study funds needed to hire students who depend heavily upon part-time employment as a means of financing their education.

In an interview earlier this week, Adams said work-study programs similar to the federal financial assistance program which provides loans, grants and work-study funds be established on the state level in Illinois.

Such a program should be associated with the Illinois State Scholarship Commission, Adams said.

Adams also is chairman of a student work-study program survey committee which compiled a study of work-study programs in Illinois.

Adams' suggestions and conclusions on what can be done to increase funds for work-study programs in the state are similar to those of the commission.

Adams has reported this information in the Financial Aids and Modern Education (FAME) newsletter which is published by SIU's Student Work Study Assistance program.

He said the purpose of the article in FAME is to show that the ISSC is not providing enough money to needy students and that state funds should be used for a work-study program.

The committee's study covered 106 institutions of higher learning, including public and private four-year colleges and universities, and two-year institutions.

The committee found that these institutions in the 1970-71 academic year spent $25,460,530 for student employment.

The total enrollment of the institutions responding was 382,706, and these, 30,000 were employed during the year.

According to Adams, this committee found that four-year public colleges and universities employ the highest percentage of their enrollments and that these institutions show the greatest need for additional student employment.

These findings show that the amount of funds needed to employ these additional workers is $7,645,120.

Further, Adams said, the committee found that ISSC expects recipients of its financial assistance program to meet most of their educational costs through self-help. After deducting the self-help required and after the monetary award for tuition and fees, there is an unmet cost factor, Adams said, which means there are additional costs that the student has to come up with somehow.

To everyone that receives scholarships or grants, this amount isn't enough to pay for everything, Adams said.

What is needed is a work-study program through which state funds could be channeled in the same manner as money provided through the ISSC, by appropriations from the general assembly, Adams said. Grant recipients would be identified and money would be sent to them for work opportunities, he said.

Adams also pointed out that the state has given "preferential treatment to private institutions." But, he said, "the greatest need is in the public institutions and that's where the money should go." This money would be used to provide funds for the state work-study program, he said.

Adams said cost projections for student employment to be paid by SIU for 1971-72 year is about $41 million.

Professor awarded research grant

Larry J. Bailey, associate professor of occupational education, has received a grant of $20,000 from the continuing development of his research project, career development for district superintendents.

The award, from the State Department of Technical Education, is for the period of March 1 to Aug. 31. The project is to complete development of experimental course in government service, labor, real estate, insurance, law, and religion.

That still leaves 44 in education, but of this number just about all are peruse Southern Illinois public school boards with every door. There are 12 local school district heads; 14 teachers; 14 superintendents of educational service regions; 300 county superintendents; and four University professors.

It's definitely not a closed organization, as the membership's constitution spells out that any individual, organization, business, corporation, or school interested in educational improvement in Southern Illinois is eligible to become a member. The charter also provides that the superintendent, lay member from each of the 32 counties, an additional five members from the total, and one representative from SIU at Carbondale comprise the membership.

A breakdown of occupations of the council membership, divided among counties, shows that 12 members of Southern Illinois, shows 10 are farmers, nine are doctors, eight are in education, seven in business in one form or another. If 11 are associated with the medical profession and six are in banking. Others are housewives, and are persons in the fields of education, arts and crafts, and outdoors education. It is concerned with the total educational picture in the area.

Right now is the big push is on to solving Southern Illinois in the community education projects. To this end, the group is placing emphasis on work with local council districts in developing community education programs best suited to each local area. A committee is actively seeking funds for establishment of exemplary programs in selected school districts.

For operational purposes the 32 counties are divided into eight districts, each consisting of three to six counties. Each district is governed by a district council leader elected by the membership of that district. Individual districts have autonomy for programming projects in their own districts and are urged to work toward leadership in appointment of their own advisory groups.

"The interest shown by area residents is so great that the council is considering the need to provide the financial thrust for educational programs," said Ed Sasse and Malan.

POLICE

NICE GOING, OZARK! THIS IS ONE TEARABLE AD for lower fares on Ozark flights

AN OZARK AIR LINES YOUTH CARD SAVES YOU APPROXIMATELY 20% ON FARES any day of the week. In addition, you also get a free 24 hour coach or propeller airplane. Good from your 12th to your 22nd birthday, it costs you just $3.00—a one-time charge—and it's interchangeable with other airlines.

SEND OR TAKE THIS COUPON TO ANY OZARK OFFICE.

NAME:
ADDRESS:
ZIP CODE:
AGE:

This could be the way that Mary Cunningham “landed” her husband. “It’s not, it’s still extra special!”

DIINNER

EACH

30$$

WE’LL BE GREEN!

All Logan House employees have their hair cut green in keeping with St. Patrick’s Day.

NEW ENGLAND CORNED BEEF

DINNER

$2.95

EACH

This is Up there with the biggest
Changing Arena lights can give you a high

By Daryl Stephenson
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Electricians Al McCauley and Ben Johnson were busy last week installing new light bulbs in the ceiling light fixtures of the SIU Arena. It takes a long reach--96 feet, to be exact, from the floor to the center of the dome.

The lights are replaced by the use of a truck called a high ranger. It has a crane with a compartment in which the electricians are lifted to the ceiling.

Leroy Fehrenkamp, assistant manager of the Arena, said there are two kinds of bulbs used in the building's 104 fixtures.

"Toward the center of the ceiling," he said, "are 52 metal-arc bulbs. These are high intensity bulbs which give off considerable light. We use them mainly to provide enough light for color television coverage."

The rest of the light fixtures, Fehrenkamp, said contain 52 incandescent bulbs "which are not as as metal-arc bulbs."

"As you get away from the center of the ceiling and move toward the outer edges," said Fehrenkamp, "you start to see the incandescent bulbs scattered sporadically among the metal-arcs."

In the extreme outer edges it's all incandescent bulbs.

All the ceiling light bulbs in the Arena have a designated average life of 10,000 hours, Fehrenkamp said. "But, for some reason which we haven't been able to figure out, we have only been getting about half that much life out of the bulbs."

Thus, he said, the bulbs have to be replaced more often. All 52 incandescent bulbs are replaced every quarter, but because they are so expensive, the metal-arcs are replaced only when they burn out or when they exceed their average life, Fehrenkamp said.

Last week 58 lights were replaced, including six of the metal-arc type. And that's a job on which an electrician can really get high.

Changing light bulbs high above the Arena floor is not something that can be accomplished with a household stepladder. A truck called the High Ranger is driven onto the floor and electricians Al McCauley and Ben Johnson get to work. Johnson (upper left) gets in the bucket and by the time he reaches the light fixture (upper right) he has the best seat in the house. McCauley works on the floor as safetyman. (Photos by Nelson G. Brooks)
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**Indiana challenged by USC?**

**Swimmers send big crew to nationals**

By Ernie Schweit

Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

The biggest delegation of swimmers ever to represent SIU will travel to West Point, N.Y., March 23 for the National Swimming Championships.

Seven individual Salukis have qualified for the big meet along with three relay teams. In last year's meet, Southern Illinois qualified seven swimmers with four of those swimmers ranked near or at the top of their respective events.

Meade's attempts failed. And Bick is currently working all-around for New Mexico and Crews where he attended college.

Swimmers send big crew to nationals

E. Main, Carbondale

**Quaker State king may come to SIU**

Bill Meade has finally won a recruiting battle in his home territory, Pennsylvania.

The SIU gymnastics coach has tentatively recruited Lance Garrett, two time high school all-around champion.

But this is the first time that Meade has had any luck in the state where he attended college.

For it was two years ago when Meade sought two of the Quaker State's top prep gymnasts, Jim Ivick and Jim Crews. The trouble was that Bucky Mitchell of New Mexico and Gene Whetone of Penn State wanted both boys' services.

Meade's attempts failed, and Bick is currently working all-around for New Mexico and Crews go to Penn State. Both were finalists in the national meet in 1971. But the tide has turned this year for Meade with the announcement of a probable signing of Garrett.

Garrett had originally considered SIU along with Penn State, New Mexico and Iowa.

Out of a coal-mining town in Pennsylva­nia, Garrett captured his second consecutive all-around title last week winning in all four events first in pommel and high bar.

According to Meade, the Monaca senior finished no lower than fourth in the other events.

Meade feels that Garrett's presence will come in handy for next season with the departure of all-around performer Tom Lindner. Garrett had originally considered Indiana and Kentucky but decided to pick SIU.

Bick is a specialist on high bar, but he will be hard pressed for all-around duties from two other incoming freshmen.

Meade journeyed to the Chicago area last weekend to witness the Illinois state high school gymnastics championships. He returned with hopes of signing several prep gymnasts.

Two all-around men who have indicated an SIU preference are Doug Law and Bill Anderson, who tied for second and third at the meet.

"Law was less than two points behind the winner," Meade said. "And if he had not had a mediocre day on side horse, he would have won it."

Law scored a 4.75 on that apparatus which brought his floor-event score down to 38.85. Anderson's mark was 35.26 while Garrett had a 42.15 in the Pennsylvania state tourney which features one more event.

Other Illinois prep gymnasts who have indicated an SIU preference include Paul Jacki, brother of a current national gymnastics judge. The former was an all-state third place finisher in the floor exercise in last weekend's meet.

Rolling out the field of potential SIU gymnasts are Ross Ulson, Caig Combs and Wesley Gill. Olson won the high bar with a 9.3 while Combs finished second on floor exercise with an 8.8. Gill's score of 8.79 was third on parallel bar.

"If these guys come down here this year," Meade said, "we will be battling each other just to get on the team."

**IS THERE NOBODY WHO WILL LISTEN?**

What about YOUR voice in government?

The college student of today is known as an independent person. He has a lot of good ideas, but it seems that his ideas never become realities. Witness the issues of war, injustice, poverty, race, religious struggle, and pollution marked by rallies and other forms of protest. A matter of conscience can come in a body tragedy.

It's time we learn to live together! CO-OP living can show you how you can bridge the Understanding Gap! YOU'VE GOT A FRIEND at the University City Student Coop 602 East College - Phone 549-3396 WE LISTEN TO YOU...
Golfers open year in Florida

The SIU golfers open their 1972 spring season this weekend as they travel south to compete in the West Florida Invitational in Gulf Breeze, Florida. Leaving from last year's 9-1 team are lettermen Vito Saputo, Magic Rogers, Barry Rogers, David Perkins, Jay Wilkinson and John Saputo.

Saputo's average of 75.5 last season led the team. The squad posted a third-place finish in the conference meet in 1971.

According to golf coach Lynn Holder, Saputo should be the No. 1 man on the team, and he should be closely challenged by Florida. The two are two-year lettermen and each averaged between the 79-79 mark last season.

Young is another contender this year, posting the best average in fall practice.

Other newcomers include Brad Miller, Ed Gherlardi, Jim John, John Giolilet and Bill Meade.

IM meetings set for April

Two intramural spring sports will hold meetings early next week, according to Intramural Coordinator Larry Schaneman. Intramural coordinator for softball and tennis, two are year-round lettermen and each averaged between the 79-79 mark last season.

Young is another contender this year, posting the best average in fall practice.

Other newcomers include Brad Miller, Ed Gherlardi, Jim John, John Giolilet and Bill Meade.

IM meetings set for April

Two intramural spring sports will hold meetings early next week, according to Intramural Coordinator Larry Schaneman. Intramural coordinator for softball and tennis, two are year-round lettermen and each averaged between the 79-79 mark last season.

Young is another contender this year, posting the best average in fall practice.

Other newcomers include Brad Miller, Ed Gherlardi, Jim John, John Giolilet and Bill Meade.

Coed spring sports slated

Any team or individual interested in participating in the coed volleyball league should report to the Recreation Gym at 1 p.m. on Tueday, March 29. Games will begin in April.

All participants must be registered SIU students. For more information contact Claudia Blackman in the Women’s Gym at 453-2242.

Volleyball will be one of many women’s activities, to get underway early spring term.

The Aquatics, track and field team and tennis club will meet at 4 p.m. Tuesday (March 30) and every weekday thereafter.

The beginners’ contemporary dance group will meet at 5:30 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays; the gymnastics club at 7 p.m. on Tuesdays and the advance contemporary dance group at 7:30 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Crane wins supersectionals

Due to an early deadline schedule for Wednesday's Sports, they were unable to carry the scores of seven supersectional games in the Monday, March 28 edition of the Daily Egyptian.

Basketball playoffs.

In the first two supersectional games played Tuesday, Crane beat Mt. Vernon 68-56 and Chicago in the Notre Dame Amphitheatre in Chicago.
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FOR RENT

Single room, 4 mans, cooking priv., $180 qr., 603-1116. 453-5267

Trailer, 2 bedroom, air cond., private tv, 307 East Freeman, 667-2416.

Male roommate needed for spring quarter in shared male dorm. Come to Bush Tr. Ct., Ch. 8, 8 Arr. at 5.

Seasonal rental for room, rates per person, period: 10-3-11.


FOR RENT

Mobile homes, 2 bdrm., a large patio & cover, contact us at 426, Mobile home Park.

2 contracts spring, efficiency, after 1 call 426-2626.

Cordalson Housing

1 bdrm. furnished apartment 426-2626.

Theater set up for rent

3 people needed, 40 acre farm, spr. & fall, with girls, three board, $75-90 per person. Call: 547-6647.

2 bedrooms, 1 bath, 1st fl., approx. 800 sq. ft., in 2 bedroom, male dorm., call: 547-6647.

Phone 641-3415

Houses-Apartments

New leasing for summer & fall

D & L Rentals

Lambert Real Estate

130 W. Main, Cordalson.

Male roommate needed to share new bdrm. with owner, spr. & fall, call: 547-7719.


For conditioned efficiency apartment, spring, 2 bdrms., $215-250. Call: 547-7719.

3 girls need room for very nice 3 bdrm. apt., Trails West, car preferred, call: 547-2464.

1 bedroom duplex trailer units and 2 bdrm. trailers for spring, or summer, contact: 8B859.

Girl spr. quad. contract, swimming pool, $40 discount, call: BEV-6356.


For rent: trailer, Cordalson, 2 bdrm., 1 bath, call 547-2464.


FOR RENT

RESERVE AN APARTMENT FOR WINTER TO PLACE IN SPRING & SUMMER

Apartment for rent, 4 bdrms, 2 bths, $350-450.

FOR RENT

The EGYPTIAN

Private Rooms

Kitchen Facilities $25-50 per.

Apartment $75-month

Air conditioned efficiency apt.

Air conditioned efficiency apt.

Air conditioned efficiency apt.

Size: 602 sq. ft.

Bedrooms: 2

Baths: 1 full, 1 half

Parking: 1 car

Utilities: Included

Housekeeping services: Included

Dining: Group

Other: Air conditioned efficiency apt.

FOR RENT

Mobile homes, 5 bdrms, 5 baths, $1100; 4 bdrms, $975.

House for rent spring quarter, $300 a month, call: 547-3201.

Hilltop Contract for spring, 1 bdrm., 1 bath, $150. Call: 547-3667.

FOR RENT

Need 2 roommates, a girl, for large beautiful room, own room, air, see: Bob, call: 547-3667.

For lease, 14 acres with 3 bedroom trailer and large workshops, ideal for motorcycle club or 1 95-348 or 45-421.

Mobile home trailer complex, over 1000, a large patio & cover, contact us at 426, Mobile home Park.

2 contracts spring, efficiency, after 1 call 426-2626.

FOR RENT

New leasing LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE for IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY

Apartment for rent, 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, $350.

Cordalson Housing

1 bdrm. furnished apartment 426-2626.

Theater set up for rent

Cordalson Housing

1 bdrm. furnished apartment 426-2626.

Theater set up for rent

Apts for rent, 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 3 persons, share a pool, call: 547-6647.

2 contracts spring, efficiency, after 1 call 426-2626.
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By Mike Klein
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

Southern Illinois, NCAA runner-ups a year ago, will begin the quest for its first national title ever with two games Saturday in Austin, Texas. They'll open against Columbus College before taking on Oklahoma State Sunday. This Sunday, it's Columbus College again, then a journey to Coral Gables, Florida, to play the University of Miami. Other entrants in the six-day affair are Oklahoma, Stanford, and Duke.

Jones will take much of the same nucleus of last year's 49-9 team to Florida. He's the only returning starting baseman Duane Kuiper who signed a Cleveland Indians' contract only 11 days ago.

Kuiper, a .382 hitter last year, signed for about $20,000 after declining a $130,000 offer last summer from the Boston Red Sox. He was in academic trouble this quarter and ran the risk of ineligibility. His departure has thrown second base up for grabs among junior Doug Garcia and freshman Howard Mitchell. Garcia was hitless in three at-bats as a sophomore last year and batted only .168.

At any rate, Jones said he'll use the nine southern games to get Garcia and Mitchell an equal shot, then make a permanent lineup decision.

In the outfield, the 10-man pitching staff (six righties, four lefties) will travel with the team. Most of the position players are returning, with Steve Randall, Mark Kneip, and Dan Hinzmann in starting roles.

Randall compiled a 9-2 mark and 2.49 ERA, while Randall (1-1, 3.60 ERA) plus Don Horn (1-0, 3.10 ERA). Newcomers Dan Hinzmann, Rick Ware and Robin Derry, all lefthanded, are slated for bullpen duty.

Much of Jones' remaining lineup is set as the Salukis open their pursuit of national championship Southern California. Co-captains Larry "Mo" Calufetti (catcher) and Dan Radison (third base) round out the infield.

"Mo" was the 1971 College World Series leader in hitting, .383, as he came off the bench for 20 games. But he did seduce was caught as a freshman. Radison hit .380 last year and tied Mike Eder for home run honors with five.

Sophomore shortstop Stan Mann (250) and first-sacker Danny Thomas (261) complete the infield. Mann stole 22 bases last season as SIU's 139th base stealer.

Around the outfield, Jones will start Ed (378), Joe Wallis (250) in center; Mike Felzer (250), and Chip (255) in right, with Larry Mitchell (250) over him. The Salukis have a better description . Two weeks ago, Mitchell, a .280 hitter last year, signed for a trip to the Sunshine State College for Women.

Why didn't Huskies get post-season bid?

By By Mike Klein
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

Tom Jorgensen swallowed a man-sized portion of embarrassment over the weekend when his Northern Illinois Huskies weren't named to the 16-team National Invitational Tournament field. The Observer was in attendance for the third day of a regional meet in New York's Madison Square Garden.

Although it's long been dubbed a second-rate tournament, Jorgensen remains pegged the "quacker"-IND didn't bestow a bid upon his 21-4 Huskies, champions of the Midwestern Conference.

"Hello, yes, we're disappointed," Jorgensen said by phone Monday. Maybe I shouldn't say this, but conference prestige doesn't really seem to be very much right now. Wouldn't you agree?

Jorgensen says he's unhappy. Pissed-off is a better description. Two weeks ago, the Huskies were aiming at an NCAA Mid-East or Mid-West regional berth. They "settle" for a trip to the Garden in New York. But two powerful independents—Marquette and Western Illinois—steered the NCAA away from Northern Illinois. After first-round action last Saturday, both remain members of the "Catch UCLA Club."

Marquette, after defeating Ohio University in a regional, served up a brief NCAA suspension resulting from a squeable Wednesday in Jerry Zuckerman's backyard. They were suspended Sunday, reinstated Monday.

Western Illinois and Marquette were Louisiana playing for the biggest trophy, NIU remained on the outside, but still ran off the longest winning streak, 27 games, tops in the country.

"After they named Indiana and Lafayette last week," Jorgensen said, "we packed it all up. We knew it was all for us by then."

Northern's impending absence from the Garden apparently indicates the NCAA's attempt to maintain the 16 participants owned five or more losses before last weekend's action.

The Huskies have a key heading into the regional at the University of Chatanooga, with two eight-game losers—Fordham and St. John's of New York. But they'll be in New York, while the Huskies, stopped only four times, watch via the box in the Bronx.

Indeed, only Oral Roberts (25-1) among NIT entrants has a better winning percentage than Northern Illinois. Coach Roberts compiled a .581 mark with NIT-400 better than the other 15 NIT teams.

A sidelight to Northern's above-average credentials was the 1972-73 Garden date with Long Beach State, supposedly the cake icing on Northern's NCAA meet.

That brings up the inevitable question: Why was Northern Illinois shunted out by the NCAA? Yes, the 16th and 15th Northern Indiana Conference hasn't earned respect as a top-flight conference, despite major college football.

And until a sixth university is added, the Midwestern championship cannot be won with just 10 games a year.

With Marquette not showing signs of asserting itself as the Mid-West regional berth will likely remain property of the Milwaukee, Wis.

But Northern can only blame itself, not conference affiliation, for the present situation. After NIU defeated Southern Illinois in Carbondale, former Illinois Fighting Illini Larry "Mo" Calufetti and Larry Jackson "shot the bird" at the SIU Arena crowd.

Their bird-brain act grabbed space in East Coast newspapers. And the big story went unheralded by the SIU campus open. The cheerleaders split into black-white faced splitters into black-white faced splitters into black-white faced splitters into black-white faced.

The Huskies are touched by black-white dashion that could frown. Northern Illinois Husky cheerleaders split into black-white facers noted 79 percent of the Dockers and the fans "haven't really put it together this year," said Burt. The much experienced SIU squad of Erickson, Eddie Sutton, Ed Wardzala and Gerald Smith will have the upper hand should the meet go to a final game and the final event—the mile relay.